Defeating Satan And Going To The Nations

Our Bride brother and latter-day apostle, Rian Burger, shared something with me that I will share with you. The report he refers to is a general email sent out on May 30, 2019, presenting an update provided by Jacob and the successful outcome of his recent teachings in Nairobi, Kenya. But in reality, Rian’s comments were on a much larger scale of time, even from the time I first went to Africa and what has happened since then. You will understand this as you continue to read.

And more importantly, Rian writes about a spiritual “shift” that is happening, and he could very well be right. And this shift could have major causative outcomes—both spiritually and naturally. 1 Corinthians 13:12 more accurately states, “For now we see through a mirror riddle, but then face to face.” So there are things that are riddles of that which takes place in the future. And what is happening in Africa since I first went there could very well evidence, even be a mirror riddle of, what is happening in the heavenly, in the spiritual. Let’s put it this way: These brothers in Africa are paying a price, and may very well evidence what is happening in the heavenly with regard to Satan. And why not, when Satan’s image is clearly, clearly engraved on the continent of Africa?

So what you are going to see in this Report is an amazing and hope-filled testimony of what may very well be unfolding in the heavenly. And, it is a two-phase work that begins in Africa, so as to spread throughout the earth. Furthermore, this entire testimony may well be evidenced, or even set forth, in the book of Esther. Let us now read the email to me from Rian.

Gary,

I enjoyed this report. And I’m grateful how Yahweh is protecting the Bride members in Africa and those who are eager to embrace it. It almost seems like a shift is happening. At first Satan was using people to attack Bride members, or family related to Bride members and their properties and things, etc. But now there seems to be a greater degree of protection over the Bride in Africa, and Satan is now using people to attack and attempt to destroy buildings and things (e.g., motorbike tire, etc.), but the Bride remains mostly safe. Also, at one time it would have been life threatening to walk into a Muslim area or gathering and try and share the Bride truth, but now it’s been shared boldly and openly and those who don’t like it simply walk away peacefully. Yahweh clearly is doing something remarkable in Africa, and the Bride is definitely maturing.

It seems then that the destruction of Satan is a gradual process rather than a sudden end, like in the book of Esther where things for Haman started looking not so good after the 2nd banquet with the king. At the first banquet (former rain), he was happy because he still had authority to do what he wanted; but
with the 2nd banquet (latter rain), Haman Satan is exposed by the Esther Bride, and his downfall is secured. Of course he still has to be destroyed on his own gallows he had prepared for the Mordecai Elijah, but time is running out for him; and now that he has been exposed in Africa, there’s only one outcome for him—death to his authority on this earth after 6,000 years of inconceivable destruction he has caused.

But even though Haman was put to death, there still remained an edict against God’s people (Christians) for their destruction as seemingly evident in Revelation. But thankfully, as you have pointed out so many times, the removal of the head of Babylon will save the destruction prophesied against Babylon Christianity, and the days will be cut short from 3,000 years to 2,000 years on account of the Bride who will find favor with Yahweh and avert His wrath against Christianity. The point is, even after Haman was dead, Esther's job was not completed—she had to avert the destruction planned against God’s people (which could not be annulled), which would still have gone ahead even with Haman (Satan) being removed. This was done only with the king agreeing on issuing a new decree to counteract the destruction planned against God’s people. How Yahweh will fulfill all of this will truly be a thing to behold!

As mentioned above, I wonder whether the edict that Haman tricked the king into signing for the destruction of God’s people, is what we find in the Book of Revelation? All the seals and destruction written in Revelation cannot be withdrawn, just like the king's decree that Haman wrote could not be withdrawn after it had been signed with the king's ring (authority). It seems Satan has perfected the art of using God's authority to accomplish evil. Remarkably, as shown in the scriptures below, Satan enticed God by pointing out how the people (Christians having “diverse” [transmuted, perverted] laws, resulting in 33,000 denominations) don't keep His laws!

**Esther 3:8-11**

And Haman said unto king Ahasuerus, “There is a certain people scattered abroad and dispersed among the people in all the provinces of thy kingdom; and their laws are diverse from all people; neither keep they the king's laws: therefore it is not for the king's profit to suffer them. If it please the king, let it be written that they may be destroyed [book of Revelation?]: and I will pay ten thousand talents of silver to the hands of those that have the charge of the business, to bring it into the king's treasuries.” And the king took his ring from his hand, and gave it unto Haman the Jews' enemy. [Authority given to Satan: Luke 4:6, “And the devil said unto him, ‘All this power will I give thee, and the glory of them: for that is delivered unto me; and to whomsoever I will I give it.’”] And the king said unto Haman, “The silver is given to thee, the people also, to do with them as it seemeth good to thee” [two thousand years of tribulation?].

**Esther 8:1-5 & 8**

On that day did the king Ahasuerus give the house of Haman the Jews' enemy unto Esther the queen. And Mordecai came before the king; for
Esther had told what he was unto her. And the king took off his ring, which he had taken from Haman, and gave it unto Mordecai. And Esther set Mordecai over the house of Haman. [Is this not the Bride in Africa setting the Elijah as the head of the King’s business in Africa in replacement of Satan?] And Esther spake yet again before the king, and fell down at his feet, and besought him with tears to put away the mischief of Haman the Agagite, and his device that he had devised against the Jews. Then the king held out the golden sceptre toward Esther. So Esther arose, and stood before the king, [finding favour with Yahweh] and said, “If it please the king, and if I have found favour in his sight, and the thing seem right before the king, and I be pleasing in his eyes, let it be written to reverse the letters devised by Haman the son of Hammedatha the Agagite, which he wrote to destroy the Jews which are in all the king’s provinces. … [And in verse 8 King Ahasuerus says:] “Write ye also for the Jews, as it liketh you, in the king's name, and seal it with the king's ring: for the writing which is written in the king's name, and sealed with the king's ring, may no man reverse.” [This seems to me similar to the teachings or writings of the Bride truth, that it has authority behind it from Yahweh to reverse the destruction that was intended by Satan upon God’s people.]

Esther 8:13
The copy of the writing for a commandment to be given in every province was published unto all people, and that the Jews should be ready against that day to avenge themselves on their enemies. [This is like what Yahweh is doing in Africa, taking the Bride truth to every country.]

Esther 9:5
Thus the Jews smote all their enemies with the stroke of the sword [the truth], and slaughter, and destruction, and did what they would unto those that hated them. [In relevance for today, this of course is not physical revenge, but using the truth to destroy the works of the enemy.]

Brother, I realize you know most of what is written above, but it seems to just come out as I started responding to your email.

Blessings again,

Rian

Having read Rian’s email and seeing the prophetic nature of this entire account, let me share what I was seeing in this as well. First, Rian was very correct in noting that even though Satan Haman is destroyed per the second wine banquet, this did not fully deliver the sons of Israel. What we find here is that though Satan is destroyed, then the battle is waged to deliver the people from death. This is a very important distinction for us today since this is precisely what we have to have. Satan must lose his authority and “die,” but then the Esther Bride must battle to defeat death. And I believe that Rian was shown this truth here so that the fullness of truth could be revealed. Let me further explain this.
First, Rian noted that there has indeed been a transition in Africa in these years since I first went there in December, 2015. Later, opposition arose that was a battle indeed! Starting from Busia, persecution broke out that began a long string of loss of life and property, particularly being directed at Caleb. And though he was even poisoned, and the man who shared the poisonous meal with him died, he did not die. But we had to battle against all of this (eventually costing the lives of three different lawyers), and as a result there was the conviction of twenty-seven people who received varying lengths of jail time. Finally, on January 31, 2019, when it seemed the attacks were exceedingly mounting against us, amazingly our enemies relented and even came to Caleb’s home and prostrated themselves before him and repented of all of their evil deeds that they had planned and carried out. In fact before it was over, there were two separate groups who came to Caleb to repent. As a result we forgave them of all of their evil deeds and set those who remained in jail free, and have had no problems since then.

So what was all of this about? What was Satan doing? And where are we now in all of this? I believe that what Rian was noting in part but could not reveal it all more fully, is that we experienced in the human level what was actually taking place in the heavenly realm. Haman Satan was exposed and he was judged and condemned, evidenced by our sworn enemies being set free and coming to repentance.

But even so, as Rian noted, we still yet have to win the battle that has been legally set into action. I’ll say more about this, but let us look at another important aspect of this testimony. Where did this subject intercession take place? Was it not in Africa? Indeed. And why was it specifically in Africa? The simplest answer is: Because Satan’s image is on Africa! Again, it is identification, intercession. If we defeat him in Africa, he is defeated in whole. And the office of the twelfth apostle had to be taken away from him and given to another. So I had to go to Africa to receive the office that he no longer has a right to. And Yahweh gave us victory at the nation’s level, as attesting evidence of our victory by the Father and the Son at the heavenly level! When those people bowed before Caleb and begged for forgiveness, and thereupon called me and so pleaded the same, our victory over Satan was being secured in heaven—“on earth as it is in heaven!”

So what we see in the Africa work is the attesting battleground where we secure our victory over Haman Satan. But even so, I still must get the signet ring, and the remaining battle against our enemies be secured. What does this mean? The victory has been won over Satan, whose image is on Africa, but now we have to go to the world and secure our complete victory. When I first went to Africa, I was told that they have long believed that a work of God would begin in Africa, and would spread and extend throughout the world. Based on what we have learned and seen already, I believe that is true. And this is precisely what we see evidenced in Esther 8 and 9. We must then go to the world and call out the Bride for Yahshua! The victory secured in Africa gives us victory throughout the world.

May I add one other testimony that is most meaningful to me? You can read more about this here, but on an occasion in my life Yahweh performed a clear and undeniable miracle. Briefly, I went to fish at a pond, and as I approached it God clearly spoke to me to fish on the other side of it. But the side I was on was clearly the best place to fish,
and I began there. Despite my best efforts, I got not even a bite; so I then went to the other side where He told me to go. And frankly, it looked like the worst place to fish.

There, I made my first cast and caught a nice fish. In fact, I casted four more times and with each cast caught yet another fish—five casts and five fish! Then Yahweh told me that that was enough. But I thought I needed one more, and proceeded to cast time and time again, and got not even a bite. Clearly, that entire event was a miracle, even a message to me. I have often wondered what that clear Divine miracle meant, and now I might very well know.

For twenty-one years I fished in the better place of America and had minimal success. Then at the end of 2015 I fished on the other side of the Atlantic, and in Africa have experienced my miracle catch—in two ways! First, Bride truth has spread like wildfire across that entire continent, particularly south of the Sahara Dessert. No matter where we have gone, among Christians and even Muslims, Bride truth is readily and excitedly received. And there is something else that is particularly relevant to the original fishing experience. I have caught five fish and Yahweh said, “That’s enough.” Most significantly, from fishing in Africa, five men have been identified as latter-day apostles—three black men who were born and live in Africa (Caleb, Walter, and Caleb’s brother, Jacob), and one white man who was also born in South Africa and the family moved to Australia, Rian Burger. And there is Jim McManus as well, who accompanied me to Africa for the month of December, 2018. Thus we find five miracle “fish” from fishing on the other side of the Atlantic! And let me add as well here, most importantly, Satan, whose Image is on Africa, has been defeated and had to give up his office which he received from Judas! Blessed be Yahweh!

And now, as we are seeing by that which Rian first discovered, this work should soon expand beyond Africa and go to the world. There, as in Africa where Haman Satan was defeated, men’s eyes will be opened, undoubtedly including Australia where Rian lives, though he too was born in Africa, South Africa. We are planning to be back in Africa, in Kenya, in December, and there is a great host of Bride believers who await us. We will see then what the Father does. But, we definitely have cause for hope. He does not tell us these things in advance, but we are seeing His back, what He has done. And now we look to Him to complete it and give us victory elsewhere, so that a bride, the Bride, can be formed and taken up into heaven to be born from above. We look to the Father to complete His word and work. Amen! May He be glorified forever!

Gary